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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your application uses a custom Rule Type created to handle a
specific business requirement. Which of the following are the
recommended options to temporarily enable logging level on all
rules belonging to that rule type? (Choose two)
A. Set the logging level using the SMA
B. Create a new category in prlogging.xml
C. Change the logging level using dynamic system settings
D. Set the logging level using the logging level gadget in
designer studio
E. Create a new appender in prlogging.xml
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You configure an anti-phishing policy as shown in the following
exhibit.
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that
completes each statement based on the information presented in
the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/s
et-up-anti-phishing-policies#learn-about-atp-anti-phishing-poli
cy-options

NEW QUESTION: 3
What does HP ultrasonic double feed detection do?
A. Recognizes text and recreates it using editable fonts
B. Uses ultrasonic technology to exploit the memory on the
connected computer
C. Enables simultaneous duplex scanning of multiple pages at
the same time
D. Senses multiple pages passing through the automatic document
feeder
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
You have a data model that contains many complex DAX
expressions. The expressions contain frequent references to the
related and relatedtable functions. You need to recommend a
solution to minimize the use of the related and relatedtable
functions. What should you recommend?
A. Split the model into multiple models.
B. Hide unused columns in the model. )
C. Transpose.
D. Merge tables by using Power Query. )
Answer: D
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